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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, OpTODER 6, 1970 

9. 5O A.M. 

(The following. proceedings were had in open 

court, all counsel being present, the pry and all derfendantS 

absent0 
• . 

THE COURT: All Counsel are present. The jury is not 

present in the courtroom. 

MRg  HUGHES: May I make a motion). your Honor? 

THE COURT: Have the defendants indicated to their 

respective counsel their willigness to return to the court- 

,root and conduct' themselves in a proper manner? 

MR. FITZGERALD: They have not, your Honor. 

MR, HUGHES: My defendant has not Indicated either 

way, your Ho Or. 

May I Make a motion, your Honor? 

THE COURT: Mr. Katarek, 

MR. KANAREK: No, your. Honor. 

THE COURT! Mr. Shinn, 

MR, SHINN:, No, your Honor, no change at all, 

THE COURT: All right, you may make your motion, 

Mr. Hughes. 

MR, HUGHES: I would move, your Honor, that inasmuch a 

defendant Van Houten is outside Of the courtroom, that the 

testimony of witnesses be supplied to her not only by 

Speaker, but also by closed Vide, or television circuit so 

id m•dramir- 
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that she can see the expression on the witness' face; on all 

witnesses.  

THE COURT: The motion will be denied. You have a, 

daily transcript, of Course, which you' =can show to the. 

defendant whenever you care to do so. 
k 

She is in Close proximity to a speaker 'so the 

is able to hear everything that is going on. Thpse.speakers 

have been checked this morning and they will be checked daily 

to see if they are 14 operation. 

Anything, further? 

MR. HUGHES: I have another motion, your Honor, that 

there be a Closed coMmunicatiOn system set up between the 

Defendant Van. Houten and myself so that counsel and defendant 

may communicate during the proceedings, those pOrtiOns which 

she is out of the courtroom. 

THE COURT: The motion will be denied. 

Anything further, gentlemen, before we start? 

MR,' SHINN: I have a motion, your Honor. 

MR. HUGHES: I have one more statement: 

That, is, I dont want to belabor this point, 

but I feel it is my duty to make it every day. 

am not waiving defendant Van Houten's presence. 

THE. COURT: Let's not waste time, Mr, HugheS, you made 

this statement many times. You don't have to make it again. 

The record is fully protected, 

MR, HUGHES: Will it be deemed ..I have a continuinjx 

• 
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MR. UNARM: I have a motion to make, your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. Proceed. 

MR. WAREN.: Very brief, 

It is almotIon that your Honor strike and' 

admonish the jury not to consider the testimony by 

6 j Mr. Gutierrez concerning the cross, the X, on Mr. Manson's 

lead and the alleged three Vs on the girls,  heads on the 

a basis that it is remote .from the time of the alleged 

conspiracy', 

/n other words, what relationship there may or 

may, not be at the time of trial, a year' and maybe, well, 

approximately a year later, after these events, is so remote 

that the relevancy or materiality just doesn't exist, and it 

has only prejudicial value, 

Even, asSuming arguendo that.Mr, BUgliosi has any-

thing to talk about, it has only relevancy and 'Materiality 

at car about the time Of the events;, and-to bring this in, 

whatever these relation3hips may be, the pressures of trial-, 

and all of that, I think, your Hong, that it'just doesn't 

prove any, 

You put on evidence to prove th# cage. This 

is eSn,t prove anything, even in cOnneetioniith, the 
F , 

prosecutionls theory, and I believe that it.  is just Sheer 

prejudice: It has no. evidentiary'MUe that we look for in 

A court of law, and I ask yourt:Honor tolctrike It, 

THE COURT: The motion will be denied, 

• Ye 
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Anything further? 

410 	2 	 MR. SHINN: Yes., yoUr Honor. I would like, to.  Make a 

motion for a continuance on behalf, of Susan Atkins, your 
4

J 
 Honor, until the time, that she decides to come tQ court, 

your Jionpr. 

THE COURT: The motion will be denied. 

Anything further? 

MR. HUGHES: I would join the motion, Mr, phutts w 	1 

motion, on behalf of defendant Van Houten; and I would also 

like to join Mr. Xanarek's motion. 

THE COURT: The motion4 are denied. 

MR. 'UNARM: May the record show that I join in 

Mr. Shinn's motion also? 

THE COURT: Let Is proceed, Mr. BUgliosi 

MR, BUGLIOSI: I have 110 further questions of 

Mr. Wolfer, your Honor. 

THE COURT: Anything further? 

M. KANAREX: Yes3  your Honor. 

THE COURT: Just a moment, sir. You have completed 

your cross-examination. 

MR. XANAREX: Yes, sir, that is correct. That was 

before we_ got these. 

Q 	Before you received what? 

MR. KANAREX: Before we received what we receiTed 

today as tO the purported original test..  

THE COURT: All right. You can examine on that only. 
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- MR. XANAREK: ,May I have a half a minute). your  Honor? 

•'THE :COURT: Haven it you read them? 

MR. KANAREKi We got these' a few minute's, Sid; your 
• • 	!. 

Honor. 

THE COURT: 'All rights 5 

8.• 

9  

16' 

• 11 

ip' 

13. 

14 

is 

10- 

MR. FITZGERALD: .  If the Court please.„ X have a witness_ 

here outside in the hallway. He is under sAbpoen4.. ,' He, has 

been a very reluctant witness. 

woad like to bring him into the coUrtroom 

and' have' him ordered to return, your Honor, in .approximat.ely 

tWo Weeks. 

I THE COURT: Very well.. 

(A gentleman 'enters the courtroom. and comes 

within the 'railing.) 

VITZGERALD't 'Xour Honor, this is the witness 

under subpoena for the defense, one Emmett-" Steele. 

17.  - 
	 I Just had a-  oonyersation with ,Mr. Bugliosi 

and be antioipate,s that the proseoutionla presentation 

their case in chief is likely. to take another three weeks. 

-I would therefore ask that, this witness be 

ordered to return without further. notice or subpoena on 

• Friday, November the 13th.. 

THE COURT': Ir. Steele, is 'that your name, sir?. 

.MX., STEELE: Yes 2  Sir.. 

THE COURT: Y911 . are ordered ,ta return to this court, 

roam at 9:115.. 
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What was the date you Suggested? 

MR. 'FITZGERALD: I suggested the date of Fridays. 

November the 13th, yoUr Honor. 	, 

THE COURT.: You are ordered ti.),  return to this court— , 
-room on November the 13th'at 9:45 a.m. 

MR. STEELE: Your Honor, Could I talk with you in 

chambers,  or something? 

THE'CQURT: No, yOu may not. 

MR, STEELE: My attorney is not here yet'. tam a' 

hostile witness, 

THE COURT: I am sorry, sir. 

I am not interested in whether you are hostile 

or friendly. You have been served with a subpoena. You 

.are now being ordered to return to this court on that date. 

You will hate to discuss this matter with.  

Mr. Fitzgerald if you want to change the date. 

All rightv gentlemen. Let's proceed, 
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.THEH .COURT: Are you ready to prooeed)  fir. Kan-ere*? 

4Ra  KaTAREK: Y00-1- Your Honor.. 
'CIE -COURT: The only, Jaime before the Court now is 

the question whether or ,not the ieOple willfully failed to 

make discovery; so limit your exa4lnation to that issue. 

ICANAREK: Yes, your lionOr. 

DE WAYNEA. 17012EILI  

having been previously duly slot% resumed the ,stand and 

-testified further as follows: 

VQIR. DI. EXAMINATION 

• Y jig. KANW.Kt, 

' 	14-r. Wolfer-* while you /were on vacation 	let'a 

,••; 

 

lei; 'What,uts -your vacation $, 19159? 
A 	faunal].)  1 -cion't 'recoili What my vacation was. 

'ell?  you 'Say you take bag* on August 18th? 
A ' 	I came back -- I would not have come back 

on August the  

I don't even know it it was 4 Monday, hut I 

'Oeine back shortly before August 18th. 
Was that your normal time for coming back from 

your 'vacation? 

	

-A. 	Shortly before thatt 

	

CI 	And how' long had you been on vacation? 

Weil)  I would estimate 	done t recall now-, 
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I would estimate a month. 

All right.. Now., were you contacted et or about 

August the 'Sth or ,8th in that period of time, were you 

to4tacte4 by the Los Angeles Police Department?. 

' 	ounsel, X cannot tell you. X don' t know.' 

It's long gone. I just don' t 

44, • In other Words, you, don' t. remember whether you 

were Contacted on your vacation -concerning the. taking of 

these testa or not, i that a fair statement? 

That correct, yes. 

.Ca 	And at the time 4- and who was the person in 

the Los Angeles,Police Department that asked you 	that 

asked you tO ;mgiie these tests? , 

A.:; 	Well, again the time is. past, I don't recall 

fy Csaptalat Would be the person that I would 

respond to ,yes, ip. 1491414 be ',Cappliin 
t. 

Aid Would you" till us vhat vas your state of 
. 	. 	• 

mind as to why, you were niak1,-* these tests? What was the 

purpose of these tests? 

A- 	Counsel, I really, .don't know. 

/ was asked to go out and do many things, and 

this, was just one. 

I really dm' t knoW why -made the tests other 

than .the' fatt that supposedly. 4r4 Garretson, 'who lived in 

the b.aek houses  supposedly heard things., I guess. 

2  

-'4 

5 
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10 
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I mean,. Iread this in the newspaper* 

11U(ZLIOSI: Motion, to strike that on the grounds 

of hearsay; also it is concluSionary. 

THE COURT; The .,answer is stricken. 

MR* KANAREI4' 

. 	 Are you telling us,, Officer, that as far as 

you km* the only reason, or your reason. for taking this 

test, as far as you. know, is something that you read in • 

the newspapers' 

A 	No, COtlftSel 70 I did not mean that. 

meant that at the time I took the test it 

was my belief:, today -* that there was a reason, that like. 

garretson,had heard something in the back room, and. they 

wantikil  to'find out if he had or had not heard the noise. 

MR. 14.10140$11-  .eve to Ai tOce on, the grounds Of 

hearsay. 
•- 

tigt. '1AX 16. Th:is; goes .,to intenti, your. Honor. 
. 	• 

TiLiE, COURT: 'The- answer will be stricken, let's get 

.car' with it, Mr:.,Icanarek
,
t 	; 

All we are concerned with is, was there a 

willful failure to- make discovery.. 

I don't want to hear anything further on'that. 

Ask the next question0.' stay on-  the. point. 

1CANAREK: I submit it is on the point* 

THE COURT; Yon,have not asked the question yet. 

gatIARElc;:.  Vv. asking the -reason the test was 

11 
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.Tai, COURT: It is immaterial. 

KANAREKt Ott is*  your Honor 

THE COURT: the ,objection is suatained.. • Ask your 

next question, = 

' 
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3a. 	.1 BY MR. KANARE: Well, then, Officer, you don't 

know of your own knowledge as to whether or not there were 

Any other testis taken,,,do you, prior to that?',  -

A"That's correct. 

4 ' 	And is it a fair statement that the reason, for 
.1• 

taking. these :tests, your state,ok mind, your purpdso 

involved Mr.. Garretsono 

L 	Well, Iny state of mind wasthat I was Ordel4d,'  

°Alt to do a job, and I did the lob. 

.4, ' What was the lob you were ordered to do:?' 

' 	A. 	-To find out "if weapons fired in the three 

positions Could be heard in the rear house, in and around 

the vicinity of the hi-fi set. 

That Was your,purpoie, right? 

A. 	Yes. ' 

J6 	 MR. KANAREK: Thank you, Officer. 

'17 

18 	 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

19 	BY MR. HUGHES: 

20 	0 	Officer, what other tests, or what other lobs 

21 	were assigned to you in regard to the date 

22 	 THE COURT:. Just a moment, Mr*  Hughes. 

- 	104 BUGLIOSI: This is not coming in against your 

client, right? 

6 	 Tgg COURT; Wasn't there A stipulation? 

26 R, HUGHES: That's righti %muse me, your Honor, 
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will withdraw the question. 

THE COURT: ])o you have anything further, Mr. Shinn, 

or Mr. Fitzgerald? 

MR. SHIN: Nothing further, yourorior  

NR. FITZURALD: Nothing further. 

6 
	 THE COURT: Anything further, Mr%'Bugliosi? 

MR. BUGLIOSI: Na. 

THE COURT: You may step down. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

MR. HUGHES: Your Honor, I have present in the, 4oUrt- 

room this morning -- 

THE COURT: Just a moment, sir, we are going to 

continue with this proceeding now. 

Anything further, Mt. Bugliosi, on this question? 

MR. BUGLIOSI: No, yoUr Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MR. FITZGERALD: Nothing, further, your Honor, 

THE COURT: Both sides rest? 

(Ii]. counsel indicate in the affirmative.) 

THE COURT: Do you wish to argue? 

MR. BUGLIOSI: Just one statement, your Honors  there is 

absolutely no evidence that there has been any suppression by 

the Los Angeles Police Department of this report. 

It was lost; then it was found. This is common, 

and there is no evidence of suppression. 

1 will subMit the matter. 

MR. FITZGERALD: X think they failed to meet their 

.10 • 

11 ' 
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13 , 
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burden, They introduced only a hearsay statemett of 

DeWayne Wolfer that his captain, and presumably some people 

under his control, lOst the statements. 

We don't haVe any prima facie evidence that the 

statements were in fact lost. - 

I think the state of the evidencCio 

THE -COURT: Anything further? 

MR. FITZGERALD: Nothing further. ` 

MR, KANAREK: Yes, your Honor, I do have a couple of 
• . 

points. 

I. join with Mr. FitFgerald in his comment. 

Z would also like to point out to the Court that 

as far As this evidence reveals, it is clear that 

Mr. GairetSon was released prior - to the time that Mr. Wolfer 

made the tests. 

He will be released -..., because he did not hear 

the shots 	this.is one of the factors of releasing him, 

so we can assume that some teats were. made prior to.the 

time that Mr. Wolfer made his test, because otherwise why 

weluld:the Los Angeles Police Department release the prime 

'suspect in, the crime of the century, as.Mr. Bugliosi has 

told us? 

MR. BUGLIOSIt I never said that, Canarek.! 

THE COURTt There is to evidence before the Court of 

any wilful failure to make discovery on the part of the 

People. 
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The motion to suppress'the evidence will, be 

denied. 

Ts there any reason Why we should not bring the 

Fury in at this time? 

.14R.. MIAMI: No, your Honor)  

THtCOURT: Bring in the juri. ' ' 

MR. HUGHES: Your Honor,. X 	the courtropth this 

morning Mr, George Potash, who has agreed to actiitvmsr 	; 
4 	, 	 • 

investigator. He is an attorney, and I would aSk that he be' 

allowed, to' sit 0 here at the counsel table with me. 

TO COURT: l don't think there's room at counsel. 	' 

table. He may sit -inside the bar so long as the defendants 

are out Or the courtroom. When they return he will have to 

sit out in 'the courtroom behind the bar. 

There are no seven persons seated at counsel 

table and I think that is enough. ; 
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(The following proceedings were had in open 

court, All counsel, and jurors present* Defendant*, 

absent.)•  

COW: All counsel and jurors are present. 

You may proceed. 

MR. BUGLI0SI: reople ca,1X DeWayne Wolfer. 

)E WAN A. WOLTER*  

having been previously duly sworn, resumed the stand and 

.• testified further Ati follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR..)3'1,70/a0SI:-. 

Yes, Officer. ), 
	 bait , • .apin now 

A 

- 	• 	On August-  the 18th, 1969, you proceeded to 

the- Tate residence at ).0050 Oielo DriVe in and Angeles; 

l.s' that correct? 	 4  

A 	That is correct,: 

Q 	And `you. went :there with 0. Officer Butler? 

A 	That is ,cpr,rect. 

Q 	Md. hails 1.106 member of the same unit at 

the LAPD4  the Scientific. Investigation. Division? 

• A 	That, 	correct. 

And what wad the purpose of your going to that 

address-  at that date? 
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4-2 	1 A 	The purpoie of my going to the address was to 

	

-.conduct sound' tests to determine.  if. a person. firiug. a 	• 

weapon Could be heard in the back or rear portion of that 

residence. 

In other words, there are two houses on - that 

location, 04 I was going to the back house and arourid • 

the 	and conduct some tests by firing.the .22 in  

three positions in the :outer house, 

You took a revolver rith you, of course? 

A 	Yee. 

Q 	What type of a reVolver did you take? 

A 	. I took a High Standard revolver nth. us.. It 

had a nine and a half-inch barrel, and we used Remington 

golden 422 Long.Rifle bullets. 

Q 
	

Are yOu 'sure you took a High Standard? 

lon,it'ook a Colt, didn't your 

I am sorry. 
, 	4 

4R. NA R: -Thai 	/wait* -and slaggestive, your 

:TNE couiTt 	
r

-  oVe#444.-: 
t , 	 ' 

By mg. BUGLIOSI: 	
•r* .  1  

q e, You tdok' Colt ievi)liter with you? 

A . fi am Sorry, that is correct. lie took a Colt, 

nine and a .half-inch revolver, and Remington golden bullets. 

ct 	You say a nine and b.s.lf-inch revolver? Are 

you; referring to the length of the barrel when you say 

6 

1 

s. 

21 

24 

• 

,26 
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nine and a half inches? 

A 	Yes.. 

Q: 	And this visa a .22 caliber revolver? 

A 	Yes. 

.4 	I show you People' 40 for identification. 

What type of a revolver is that? 

A- 	This is a High Standard .22 caliber - Long-Rifle' 

revolver with a nine and a 'half-inch. barrel: 

Q. 	Have you measured to determine whether it is 

nine and a half inches? 

A 	I did some time ago. 

4. 	And you think it is nine and a half inches? 

A 	I am sure. 

In any event, it is a long barrel; is that 

correct? 

A 	Yes. 

Q 	And the Colt, revolver that you took to the 

rate residence on August the 18th, you say, hada barrel 

of nine and a' half inches? 

A 	That is correct. 

Q 	But it was not a igh standard RevolVer? 

A 	No it was a Colt revolver. 

And you fired -- did you fire the Colt or did 

Butler fire it? 

A 	Officer Butler fired the Colt revolver -on 

my .commands. 
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• • What type of cartridges did Butler fire in the 

.22 Colt revolver? 

1 gave Officer Butler Remington .22 caliber 

golden bullets made by Remington. 

."You gave him bullets or •  cartridges/ 

L ,Lave rounds'Of ammunition. 

A bullet is part of the cartridge? 

A. 	That is. correct. 

4 	I have removed seven shell casings, Officer, 

and two eartridges from an envelope that is marked People's 

249 for identification, and l direct your attention to two 

unspent cartridges. 

What type of cartridges are those? 

L 	These are Remington, golden .22 caliber long 

rifle bullets. 

Are these the same type, then, of cartridges 

that Butler fired in the Colt revolver on August the 18thl  

1969? 

A. 	That iS correct. 

4 	Now, from your background and training in the fie 

of firearms, if one were to fire this High Standard revolver 

have in front of you right nOw„ would it have the same. 

or approximately the same sound as when one would fire a 

Colt• u22 revolVer, the type that 

MR. KANAREK: Improper foundation, your 	Calling 

26 for expertise in the field of acoustics that this witness has 
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nOt shown in the record. Hearsay. Conclusion. 

THE COURT; Sustained. 

.1411. BU6LIOSI: 	Does your background and 

training in the field Of firearms include the report or 

intensity Of a revolver or firearm when It is fired?' 
; 

Tell the Judge and the lury what trainitg,you' 

have had in that regard, 

A. 	X have4, far the last 20 years, Off andlan,' 

testified in Federal Court involving sound tests conducted 

Wiih revolvers where X have made,a series of tests with all 

different length barrels. involved. while I recOrded on 

sOund level meters the change in reports or sound levels. 

I have continually researched the,  problem, 

testified as an expert in Federal Courts., Superior Courts 

in:this State as well as other states,, involving sound 

levels produced by- revolvers similar to. the one in front of 

me. 

4 	Similar to the one in front of yOut You mean 

this High.  Standard ,22 caliber'reVolVer, People's 40? 

Yes. It. would be High Standard "revolvers, 

Colt revolvers, as well as many others, 

4 	X am.  going to .ask yoli that question again. 

If one were to fire a revolver like this, this 

.22 caliber High Standard revolver, would it have 

approximately the same sound as firing the:.22 Colt revolver.  

.1 

4 

6 

7 

a 

16 

17 

19 

20' 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

-15 
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2 

3 

4 

5. - 

6 

that Butler fired on August 18th. 

MR, KAMAREK: Improper-  foundation. 

May I inqUire on voir dire, your Honor? 

THE COURT No. The Motion is denied. 

The oh:eetiOn is sustained. 

under what conditions, Mr.:Buglirisii The same. 

7 conditiOns? 

  

8 

10 • 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16.  

18 

act 

21 

23- 

25 • 

26 

MR. BUGLIOSI: The same conditions. 

THE COURT: Different conditions? 
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-)3Y a. BUGLIOSI 

1-.1 	Under the. same conditions, would it have approxi, 

mately the same sound? 

A 	Yes, it would. 

144.. lONAREK: Y=our Honor, I don't wish to interrupt, 

your 1onor, but -- 

.THE COURT: If you have an objection, 	Kanarek, 

state it. 

24R. XANAREK: Yes.. 

On the basis, your Honor, when you say "The 

same conditions," it is ambiguous 

You. have to lay the foundation as to what are 

the same conditions, your Honor. We don't even know - we - 

are not cosounicating. It could be the one tine, of day. 

There has to be something shown as to what the condition* 

are. 

THE COURT The objection is overruled. 

BY Hit. BUGLIOSI: 

So, if this .22 caliber revolver here, this.  

High Standard, 'were fired under the same conditions as the 

.22 -Colt revolver that Bkitler fired on August the 18th, 

1969, yoix say ihe =report would be approximately the same? 

That is correct. "•' 

The same sound intensity? 

A. 	That is correct. 

About what time of day was it that you conducte 
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0.2 1 

3- 

4 

a 

9 

 

these experiments? 

A 	Approximately 12 00 noon.. 

Q And did you bring any instruments or devices 

gut there with you? 

A 	I did, yea. 

ia 	What did you bring out there with you? 

A 	i brought a General Sound Level meter with 

A sound level meter with you.? 

A 	The brand name is General, Sound Level meter. 

CL 	Would you. explain the function of this instru- 

ment? 

A 	'Yes. 

The instrument is designed to measure sound 

pressures in decibels of sound. 'it runs from zero decibels 

up to 140 'decibels level. 

What do you mean by the word decibels? 

A 	Well, decibels, it is a measurement of sound. 

More specifically) it is the amount of sound loot in the 

transmission. of a one-mile cable of 860 cycles. But it 

is actually, a decibel is a level of sound measurement. 

BUGLIOSX: 'Would you step dolga off the witness 

stand, -Officer)  and approach the diagram over hero, 

•Peoplels 8 for identification. 

(The witness leaves the stand and approaches 

the board, Fooplel$ 8 for idettification..) 

• ICANAREKt Your lionor, may I have a continuing 
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objection, on, the basis of lack of foundation as to the 

expertise in this field of this 'witness, your Honor? 

THE COURT:: Very well. 

EANAREKt Thank you.. 

BY MR. BUGLIOSI: 

	

Q 	Please relate to the Judge and the jury the 

experiment you conducted; where you were., where Butler 

was; how many shots were fired, and how the report came 

out on this sound level instrument that you have referred 

	

10 
	to. 

	

11 
	 A 	Yes. 

	

12 
	 • 	The first series of test$ were conducted.with 

	

13 
	the instructions that Officer BUtler would fire one round 

0 	14 
	of ammunition on each :of my commands. 

	

15. 	 We had communications by radio. 

	

-15. 
	 Officer Butler was first ,stationed at a position 

on the "map here that .1 am now pointing to on People s No. 

	

4c fls.. .1g 
	

$4 

19 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

25 
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4 

6.  

7 

'8 

9 

' 10. 

U 

12 

13 

15 

16 

	 12_1914 

Which says, "Parent's two-door Rambler"? 

A. 	That is corredt. 

It is the portion marked in this square which 

says, "Parent .twO-door Rambler." ' 

' It would be that position in the driveway of 

the residence at 1005Q Oielo 

-Officer Butler wals stationed here, while I was 

stationed in the rear house in an area or position Marked. 

"living tome in the rear house, where there is An for a, 

-couch and an X for a Ster00. 

I was approximately between these two. 	. 

at the point I'am now pointing to here On People's Eihibit 8, 

. 	You say a stereo. it the living room of the 

guest bowie, and also a couch- is' that Correct? 

Yes, 

4 - And you were between the couch and the stereo? 

A. 	!es. 

I was closer to the stereo than I was the dOUdh.. 

In this. particular poSitiOn. 

I asked Officer Butler to fire the round of 

Ammunition, at which time X listened 'audibly with my ears to 

See if'T could hear the sound, and I watched the meter for 

.a. recording. 

doUld hear the firing of the weapon at this 

point with the stereo turned off, and 1 noticed a meter 

' reading, of decibels which changed from 31 to 32-1/2 decibels. 

17 

18 

19. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26' 
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12,915 

I could hear it as well aS see. the Meter 

readings at this particular point. 

I then turned 'on the ht-ft set, or the stereo'as 

,it is marked here, 

Were there increments of sound volume on that 

set? 

A. 	Yes?  there were. 

(1, 	How many were there? 

h. 	I don't recall the top number, but we checked ' 

,increments Of four and five.. 1 know there was one, two, 

three, four and fiVe. 

I checked the positions four and five. 

At the position five I' made a recording or 

.recorded,on my decibel level a background of 7 decibels, 

at which point I had Officer Butler fire a round of 

ammtlnition..• 

Now, 1 might say that I fired ftve.cdnsecutive 

rOunds with it off and five rounds withit on, to get an. 

average reading. 

• • 
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Then I fired five consecutive vounds with the 

stereo set at 5. 1 eciok . a,reading prior to that at 4. 

At this position of 5 I ! couid'hear no soun4 of the report 

of the 'weapon being fired, nor could I find any indication 

on the meter in the way of decibel level readings to Judi,. 

Fate that there were sounds that i could not hear.' 

Q. 	Raw, you turned this stereo off, right? 

A 	That.' a right. 

You turned, the volume iup to 5? 

A 	Yes. 

You turned the volume control up to 5 on the 

stereo, is that correct? 

.A 	'That' s correct. 

You had tutler fire five rounds from the 

vicinity of the vehicle marked here "Parent two-door 

Rambler," is that dovteett 

A 	Yes: Now, the five rounds were not consecutive 

there were intervals of time between them, so my" meter and 

everything would recycle. 

The stereo was playing then? . 

A 	Yes. 

And you say you could not hear these five 

rounds Of anounition being fired?' 

A , / could not either hear or see any' deflection 

of the needle. 

Vould you explain that nova? 

 

' 6 
 

7' 

S. 

 

10' 
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Yes, X Could not hear it myself, and looking 

at the meter on the decibel level meter, I noticed no 

change in the reading,,mesning that the instrument itself 

was receiving no sounds from tthis distance over the sound 

of the , 

All right, you may continue. ,  

A 	/ then condticted the seine or a similar series 

of steps from the living room, and it was in a position on 

People's NO. 8 -,- 
44, 	This area here is marked off living room. 

A 	it. the position of the living room close 

to that of where the trunks were, where lir. Butler was 

stationed by me for this series of tests. 

q 
	

You see the word "Trunks" here on this Alia- 

gram? 

A 	Yes, X would say it would be close to that 

position marked nTrunici. 

then returned to the living room. arid coo.-

ducted again five shots after that, 'with the stereo on 

and with the stereo' off. 

With the stereo off 1 noticed that I could 

hear myself, and these shotivbeing fired in the living 

roOni, with the stereo set at 	sorry,. with the 

stereo -off i 'noticed also the decibel meter levels from 

31 decibels, it Increa,sed to that of 35. it was stronger' 

than were the readings previous. 
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With the stereo on I was unable again to 

receive any sound either of my decibel meter or by my 

own hearing. 

4 
	 Again at ,5? 

A . :Zas, set at 5. 

6 
	 .C1, 	The stereo was at, 5? 

7 
	 • Right, sad 	would be basically sound, 

because X had a background noise with, the stereo , on of 780  

and 1: was only receiving. 	decibel levels of 39, so X would 

14 

15 

16 

17 ' 

18 

19.' 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24. 

25 

13 

fob expect it. 

I then, went through the same or a like series. 

of teats with Officer Butler stationed just off of the 

front porch steps*  and that would be, well, it would be 

closely related to the marks off on the steps here where it-

says u.Shoe or heel prints," there is a series 'of Z's. 

-4 	Near the front door of the rate residence, in 

Other words? 

A 	Yes, it was near the front porch stepti there. 

tt 	Butler was outside of the residence at this 

point? 

A 	That's, correct, I again had him fire a Wce 

series of the shots, five-  with the stereo on and five with 

• the stereo off. 

With the stereo off I could both hear and 

notice the levels on, the decimeter change, 31 to 42 decibel 

with the background, with the stereo on again I could not 
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3 

5  

6 

7 

'9 

hear nor did I notice any deflection. of the decibel meter, 

when Officer Butler fired these shots. 

Whsn he fixed the shots outside of the resi-

dence was the stereo- again at 

A 	Yes. 

Was it. ever placed at 41 

A 	yes, when,I Went to the scene I again checked 

the stereo, levels at :4.' We would have had basic readings' of 

60 plus, which would mean, to reconfirm it, even set at 4 

10 

• 14 

3.5 

16 

17 

18 

19' 

24 

21 

. 22 

'• Sit as. 23  

24 

0 	25 

26 

it would- 'make no differences itv hearing back here, because 

with a decibel level of 60 background, with the stereo on, 

told a maximum sound of any of the three poiitions by 

decibel readings being that of 42, mid 42 to 60 would be 

- sufficient to, mask out any sound prior to that. 

I also checked three, which I recall the 

deabel levels were in the 45's, which would be getting 

close to au, area 'where you might or might not hear. 

Q 	The decibel level of the stereo system you are. 

'talking about? 

A. 

BUGLIO$1.,: Thank you, Officer. 

(The witness restiOe  a his seat at the -witness 

table 4) 
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MR, BUOLIOSIt No further questions, your Honor. 

THE .GOURD; Mr. Vitzgerald, 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

BY MR. BITZURALD: 

4 	Why, Officer Wolfer, did you take a pistol to 

the'looation with a 9,1/2 inch barrel as opposed to some 

tther length? 

It was the fact that a pair or grips ha4 been 

found at the scene in the way of physical evidence that 

 

 

 

belonged-to a ,High. Standard longhorn model. ' 

4 	And has a Similar 'barrel length, is that right?' 

Thatt.s correct. 

So the Los Angeles Police Department, or.  at 

least You, knew that, or assumed that a High Standard pistol 

vas used in the perpetration of these Offenses, is that 

correct? 

Yes, that's correct. 

And.you knew that,  in August? 

That's correct. 	• , 

4 • Now, I take it you:were'not at this Cielo Avenue 

address on the evening of August 8th or the early morning 

hours of August the 9thl 

No, I. was not. 

q 	Do you know the temperature at 11:00 p.m. on 

August 8t11.0  :at 3.0050 Cielo Drive? 

13 

14, 

IT
.  

1.6 

20 

21 

22 

' 	23 

 

 

26. 

• 
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A. 	No, I do not. 

. Do you. know:the wind.velocity at that location 

at that time? 

/A; 	 40 riot .  

4. 	Da you know whether the door, any of the file 

doors to to the rear ,houSe at' the Cielo AVenue address was 

Open on the evening of AUguSt Bthl  1969 

I do not 

Do you know what windows, if any, were open 

the evening of August the f5th,- 190? 

A. 	No, Z do not, 

, That would influence, would it not, whether or 

not sounds COUld be. heard in the back houSe that occurred in 

'the. vicinity 0:c the main hOuse? 

It would. . 

4 	And of course your test assumes, does it not, 

that Mt, Gartetson Was In fact inside this :1100e at the time 

he allegedly heard o' did not hear these sounds? 

,Counsel I dOWt understand the question. 

My test -- I was ordered to the positions, and 

that, is where I. conducted. the test. 

I did not assume anything of Mt. Garretson or 

anything Of that nature. 

take t, then, that you did take tests Whether 

Or not -, to. deterMine Whether or not somebody standing-out-

Side the front door of the rear houde, the. caretakerls house,  
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could hear shots fired at the -Parent automobile? 

2 
	 A. No, I did not take any test standing at the rear,  

house Outside, no. 

Q. 	You only took the tests standing inside next 

to the stereo? 

That's correct. 

4 

	

	And the stereo was set. at 51  was it not? 

had. the Stereo set, I told you, in my pr'evious 

,teititudny, at 3, 4. and 5; 

A . 4 
	

You set that stereo at 3- and conducted some 

tests? 

X. ' 1o, I took readings on my decibel level meter 

at 3, at 4 and at 5,' yes. 

4 	Are yott sure? , 

L: 	I am positive. 

You are a man with an obvious scientific 

Orientation„ are you not? 

. A. 	I would say yes. 

(4;-- 	:And I take it that ;when the :stereo was set at.' 

3 you wrote down the reading on your decibel meterl  correct? 

A. 	No, I did not.,,, 

'4 • ,Was there some reason for that? 

A. 	Yes. 

41 	What was the reabon? 

• Ny major reason was I was sent there to conduCt 

tests at the setting of 5. 

A s 
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4' 	And you did not record the decibel level when 

the stere6,waS #et at 4 either, did yOu/ 

A. 	Mentally, yes, but recording it physidally, no. 

4 

	

	 4 	You are depending on your temory today when,you 

testified asrto the decibel level when the.stereo was set 

,- 6 . at 4 and 3? 

,7 

4 	You have a, pretty good memory? 

A. 	I don't say I have a good nor a bad memory. I 

have an average memory. 

4, 	What was on the stereo -- what was playing on the 

' stereo when You 'were conducting the .examination? 

• A. 	I Would have no idea. 

4. - ThatwoUld influence yOur test, would it ,not? 

A. - My tests were taken over an average of sound 

totes that were emitted throughout the entire. test. 

4' 	How long did the test last? 

A.. 	I would' Say the entire test lasted for,. oh, a 

.good hour. 

Were yOU playing records? Were you ping tapes? 

,Or -were,you listening to FM-AM through the 'stereo, .or What? 

A. 	As I recall we were listening to FM .. or there 

was 4 stereo record on. We did play the stereo record, too. 

Waa it any different? 

A. 	Basically, no, it wasn't. 

4 	DO you remember what the stereo record was that 

:8. 
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11 

1g 
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15  

16 

18 

39 

.20 

21 
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• 23 

24 

25- 

. 	26 • 

you played/ 

A. 	Na, I .don't recall that I do. 

take it you are an expert 

A. 	-May I finish? 

4 	I'm sOrry. 

A. 	I did not. know what' the record was by name then. 

I rioter lOoked at the tame of the record. It was on the 

- ,turntable when we arrived. 

4' . Did you attempt to ascertain from your superiors, 

or Whoever directed you.to conduct the examination; what was 

PlaYing on the hi-fi or the stereo On the evening of ' 

August 8th, or the early morning hours of August. 9th? 

A.. 

4, 'Mere you able to find Out? 

A. 	To my knowledge they said they were playing a 

series of records in the evening of -- 
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51).1, 	 Q 	Now, the level of sound emitted from a stereo 

411, 	
2 	system is likely to vary, depending upon whether records 

3 	are played, tapes are. played', or whether an AM or an Pt 

4 	signal is being transmitted, isn't that correct?.  

A . That's correct. 

Yet on this particular stereo set you did not 

7 	notice any changes in your decibel readings, is that 

correct? 

A 	I was given I had the decibel meter set at 

io 	a slow reaction, to take an average reading throughout the 

11 	entire playing of the 13aiticular records. 

'P 	 Q 	When .you`- use the term, average, are you referr 

.13 

. L 

tO an arithmetical mean? .. 

1.4 	 A • I Would -say that 'is correct, yes. 

15 

	

	 Q 	Did you take a reading with the stereo record 

on? 

17 	 A 	Yes. 

13 	 Q 	What was the reading? 

15 	 A 	1 said it was 78. 

24 	 Q 	What was it with. AM radio? 

21 	 A 	I don't recall -- but it was close to 78. 

Q, 	What was it on FPS radio? 

23 	 Z don' t recall it. 	was talking about 

24 	I was not playing AM, I'm sorry, the last answer was to 

25. :614 radix), not to AM radio. I did not take a reading on 

26. , 	Al radio, 
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10 

6 

7 

a 

Do you remember what kind of a stereo unit 

this was? 

A 	No, I do not.. 

A number of 3 or a number of 4 or a number of S 

setting is going to vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, 

is it not? 

A 	It is highly possible, yes. 

Ma. FITZGERALD: I have -nothing further, thank you. 

THE COURT: Any questions, Mr. Shinml 

SHINkli yes, your Honor. 

11 . 

12 ' 
	 GROSS-EXAMINATION 

13 
	EY MR. MUNN: 

14 

	

	 . Officer, you talked about thiS ra4iO sound 

level meterl 

16- 

17 
	 ghat kind of a mater- is this? 

J. 

18 
	 A 	It is the brand name of the General Sound Level 

19 
	meter. 

20 
	 Is it a type of apparatus which records. sound? 

2i 
	 Yes, it is made to record sound, yes. 

22 
	

Q 	And what is it, a very, very sensitive instru- 

23 
	ment?' 

24 
	 A 	Yes. 

And it records very, very quiet sounds, too? 

26 
	 A 	Well, yes. 
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In other words, minute sounds? 

That is -- the sensitivity of the meter is 

intended to do this, yes. 

And how is this meter how does this meter 

receive these sounds? 

By aspeaker. 

By a speaker? 

A • 	A microphone that is on the instrument, it 

raises up, it activates- the instrumentf and through the 

microphone is recorded the sound levels. 

Q. 	And whether 	atmosphere would have something 

to do with this instrument,- would it notT it would affect 

it to a certain extent? 

A 	Weill  t would not .expect .atmosphere to affect, 

the meter, no. 

The meter is a very stabilized meter. 

But the atmosphere -- say you have a thick 

atmosphere, like fog.,.*nti,compare it to an atmosphere which, 

is a clear day, it would affect the teceiving of the sound,:  

would it not? r 

That is. correct, yes,• but it would_ not affect 

the meter. 

The sound transmitting from one point to motile 

because of fog, it would effect it, yes. 

Q, 	And to get an accurate sound reading from, this 

instrument, 'would you say that to get emote accurate 
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2 

3 ; 

4 

• 6 

7 

" 	 8 

12 

14., 

5 , 

15. ' 

21' i 

23 

• 24 

25 

reading that if you wanted to get a. reading, of a certain 

day that you should,, say„ take the reading at thii same 

time, approximately the same tit*, would that help.? 

A 	(ounsel, there would be absolutely no way to 

get an absolute -reading .of what it was .at one time, becau.se 

of a number of variables. 

You can only try to accomplish it to the. beet 

-of your ability. • 

In other words, you )say never be able to 

duplicate. sound from one minute to the next. 

Q 	my questionwas, Officer, that the closer to 

the time of the original sound that you are trying to get 

would ,make the reeding more close,. would, it note 

A 	Not necessarily. 

-(4, 	But it would to a certain 'degree? 

4 	Not necessarily, Counsel, because if I went 

back. the next day at the same time and. I had a fog barrier, 

or something counsel just referred to, a ceiling level 

there,, I might have en ehtittely different reading than 

_the previous -night at the , same time.. 

Q 	Everything else being equal, if you took a 

reading in the afterpOon or, say, 12104 o'clock at night, 

it voila vary, Would it not, by this machine?' 

A 	• Not necessarily. That•depends-on, the elements. 

and ,many factors,. 

1;1 	I said .eVerything, else 'being equal except the 26 
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weather? 

Well, that is 'what 1-  am talking about. 

If there is one factor that is not equal., and 

with the eiception of the 'weather -" 

	

.4 	Assume you took a reading., say„ 12:00 o'clock at 

	

A 	right. 

	

.4 	And then you took a reading 100. o'clock .in the 

aftirnoon? 

	

A 	- All right. 

4, • It would vary, would it not, to se certain 

degree? 

	

A 	'Not necessarily. It could. 

	

Q, 	The weather could vary? 

	

A 	If you are asking about the weather varying., 

it Could. Or it cou]d not; I don't know from the standpoint 

a humidity; I would expect more in the night hours than 

in the light hours, yet it could be I might htcre a battier 

in the afternoon, and not in the evening. 

These are all factors, I could not say. 

And you stated that when you were in the back 

.house you were near the 	correct? 

• A 	yes. 

2: 

4. 

.5 

9 

25 

26 • 
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.4 	And how close t3 the hi-fi were you when the 

shets were tired? 

Well, X would estimate here today about six 

feet from the hi-fl. 

A 	Six feet from the hi-ti?'  

Six to ten feet, yes. 

4 	Say you stood 10 feet or lose to a window. 

No, I said close to the couch as X indicated over 

there.. 

4 	My question is if you stood,, say, in the window, 

the door, you wottid be able-to maybe hear different sounds 

then, would you not, it is possible? 

A. 	Well, yes, if I went to an open window I' 

would expect to hear certain sounds. However, the back door 

of the building was open. 

Zn other words, OffiCer, the closer you get to 

the hi.fi, the less you could hear and the further away You 

	

get from. the hi-fi the. more 	Could hear. . 

Thatts:correct.. 

'4 	to that correct? 

Thatts correct. 

'Of course, that, is wIth the hi-fi on. 

Yes, X am assuming the hi-fi is on. 

Yes. 

-MI. SHINN: I have nothing further, your Honor. 

THE COURT: Mr. Xanarek. 
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MR, WARM Thank you, your Honor. 
ti 

dRO6S-EXAMINATION 

BY PR. 'UNARM 

Officer, dould you tell usl does sound travel 

6 faster or slower as the temperature goes 'up and. down, of 

the air? 

8 	 A. 	_As the temperature rises or where the humidity 

9 _rises? 

-10 
	

Right now we are talking about temperature. , 
Yi 
	

As the temperature would rise, sound would 

cOnsequently travel slower. 

13 	 Pardon.? 

. A. 	It should travel glower. 

acs 	 !ell). my quest on is, in other words, you say 

16 the higher the temperature the sound, goes faster or Slower? 

17 	A. 	_Well, the problem is,,withoat raising the 

is temperature 40-. also have the problem of raising of actual 

mOisture. 

26 	 (4, • 	Officer, let us assume that the moisture stays 

21 the same. 

I am asking only for the variation, with tempera-

ture. Does the sound travel faster as temperature goes up, 

or is the speed of sound lower? 

I cannot answer that. 

4. 	You don't'know that? 

22 

22` 

23 

24 

25 
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A 	 It isn't that. It's,a limited quefftion. .I; 

cannot answer the question as it is vorded. 

a, 	4 	You saythat the questiOn is an incomprehensible 

4 , question to you? 

	

5 	 - It isn't incomprehensible at all. I said it' 

is an incomplete statement. 

	

7 
	

My question does tot ask enough? 

8 • 	 It does not have enough elements involved in'it. 

	

9 	
All right, let's take a space in which we hive . 

	

10 
	

evacuated all ,of the moisture. 

Okay. 

	

12 
	

4 	That Is poSsible, tight? 

	

13 
	 13. 	Right. 

	

' 14 
	

4 	And having evacuated all of the moisture, we 

	

- 15 
	

now have air in the space, right? 

• 
	 116 . 	Yau have not evacuated space. I don!t know how 

	

31 
	

you have air, 'but you evacuated all the moisture from the 

	

:18 
	

space. 

	

19 
	

4 	Let's say we dried out all of the given air 

	

20 
	

in a given space, is that possible? 

	

21 
	

X 	No, I don't believe it is. 

	

22 
	

4 	Don't they do it in the laboratories all the 

	

:2g 
	

time?' 

	

24 
	 A. 	'They evacuate areas of both air and moiSture., 

	

25 
	

Yes, but do 'they evacuate just the moisture? No. 

	

26 
	

4:.,  'You mean, it is not possible to,  takeg,farnace, 
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say, and get rid of all of the moistdre at ordinary 

pressure, and yoU have still got air in there, right? 

	

A. 	Counsel)  you are 'confusing' me by your question. 

I don't understand .your question because I have a furnace 

-- are we operating in the flames or are we operating 

around a cylinder-  that is in the furnace? 

I mean, your questions are Very ambiguous. 

MR. KANAREX: I see, very well. Your.  Honor,'may I 

have a piece of paper? 

	

Q 	$Y MR. KANARK: Mr.. Wafer, what I am saying 

is.this„ is it possible in the laboratory setup 	now I am 
, 

being diagrammatic -- is it possible to iwt*flame under-

neath the container and eliminate aU of the moisture from. 

the container and still have ,air in the container?. 	• 

No, I question that. t 

	

Q 	You say that is impossible? 

I did not say it was impossible. I said' 

questioned that. 

	

4 	In what way do you question it? 

	

4 	•Because*by heating the atmosphere ilt id*not , 

going into the air, in that can it is not, going to eliminate  

all moisture. it may reduce moisture. but it will not 

eliminate all moisture. 

	

4 	Have you ever heard of a desiccant? 

Yes. 

4 	.Letts say we put something in there that absorbs 

2 
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20 

a 

22 

-24 • 

26 

• .reznoved. 

all at' the moisture .136 that the moisture - is cOmPletply 

We put it in a desiccant, and then we move the 

desiadant at the time We are heating it, so let's say the 

air is very, very hot in the- container:  

A, 	Well 	• 

4 	win you hear Me out? 

11,Yes  

• 4 	Int At true that the air in that container 

• would be deVoid, of Moisture? 

No,. we have to go right back to the same problem, 

Counsel, the deeiccant is intended not to eliminate all 

moisture, but 'to 'limit Moisture. 

you have a drying agent in there which dries 

the atmosphere to a high fftegree, but doeS not take all 

of it. 

You mean it is not possible to tare 	how high 

a -degree of removal would You say is possible? 

Well, I would not want to go into percentage 

.but -- I would not say what the percentage was, but a; high 

percentage. 
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Q 	A high percentage; 't•ight? 

A high percentage* 

-Q. 	All right. 

Then my question is this: As the temperature 

dike container goes. ups  what happens. to the speed, of 

sound? 

Does the speed of sound go up or does the sp.eed 

of sound go down, or don't yo., know? 

X just clan' t know. 

Qc 	You dontt know? 

A 	No. 

Q 	Now, you were saying that you are an expert in 

acoustics. 

is& t the speed of sound -- 

A 	Counsel 7— 

C4 	May I finish, • Officer? . 

A 	.X am sorry. 

Isn't -the speed of sound one of the most 

important parameters in the .field of acoustical 

A 	Counsel, may I 	you have two questions there. 

We will have to answer theist individually. 

Surely. 

A 	I do not believe that at any time in this 

courtroom that I have ever said that I was an evert in  

acoustics. 

Then you don't hold yourself out as an. expert 

.64 

.2 

4 
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.g5 • 
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' 	• 

6.2 	1 

.2 

3 

4 

acouitiest 

A 	No. 

The second,.qUestitin, was the fact 'of the speed 

of sound, and the speed of sound is, of an essence, of a 

certain degree, the speed ,o 'sound in a vacuum is one 

ding, of which counsel is trying to refer to here, which 

s .116Q to 1190 feet per second. 

The consequences of acoustics involved in this 

experiment 'couldnever be duplicated and, for this 

particular reason, whether they were conducted at 1200 

'noon or 12:00 .midn,igh.t or 1.:00 p.m., by experimentation of 

acoustics which 1 have been involved in, 'I have never 

been able to identically reproduce acoustics by atmospheric 

conditions that were inVolved in this Lexperiment..  

'This to from Eirst7hand knowledge,. • 

Then 'what is the pUrpose ce running the exam, 

kir'. 'Wolfer*  if you eine t duplicate the conditions? 

We are here in a murder trial. Supposedly -what 

you are testifying to is supposedly going to be used by the 

prosecution. 	' 

BUGLZQSI lirgt•finontative.,  

Tilt COURT: Yes., it is' argumentatiVe, ;Mr. Kanatek. 

Ask your next question. 

Mo. KANAREK: Very well. 

Q 	Thent  Officer.,. what you are saying is. that 

what you went out to do is uselesii, it was purposeless; 

10'  

11, 

14,  • 
14. 
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6a fls. 3.0  
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la 

14 
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you dam' t know when you get done whether or not there is 

any kind of relationship between what you did and what 

occurred on some occasion when allegedly bullets were 

fired and people passed away as a. result of these bullets 

being fired; is that right? 

A 	That is partially right, yes. 

However, on the basis of that, if I had gone out 

and run the experiments and there was an obvious ability to 

hear over the levels of the 	an obvious one, then I 

Taguid have proved something. 
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Qr• 	What do you mean by obvious, Officer= 

if the situation vas such that the shotS, ,the 

reports, the shot-sound levels Were far in excess of the 

acoustics of 'the stereo, then that would certainly indicate 

certain factors. 

Your qUeStion is partially right and it is 

partially wrong. 

Well, what are these factors that you are referrip 

 

to?, 

  

 

Well, as I said, if there were Obvious 

differences in sound, then I would certainly have proved 

something. 

4 	Well,, what would you have proVed? 

I would have certainly proved that you could or 

Could nOt hear 'with thin stereo On or off. . 

Well, where noes ObViousness begin and non- 

obviousness end? 

MR. BUGLIOSI: Ambiguous•. . 

MR. EANAREK: He is an expert, 'your Honor, in some- 

 

thing: 

COURT: Overruled. 

You may answer. 

THE WITNESS:'Where.obviousness stops -- I will. put it 

this way -- where the stereo. is offs  there Is an obvious 

sound level. You could hear thatgum. With the stereo off, 

theverson in that baCk house could certainly hear the 
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shots .and that is an' Obvious situation. Whereas, with the 

stereo on, $5 far as. I arsconcerned, it is obvious that he 

couldntt hear. 
3' 	

.however„ with the stereo on, as Counsel 
4 

brought forth, there to a lack of questions regarding the 

position of the gun, weather cOhditions„ many things 

involved hire that *remit obvious. 
7 

4 	You sat, you are telling us that yo''u'are not an 
3 

10 

expert in acoustics, -Officer/ 
9 

• A. ' No, I donit claim tO rb“n expert in acoustics. • , 	, . 	, 
am only testifying tOol first-hand 1404400*' 

11 	 v 
1  

from my own eArifOimentS.. 

' 	That, in what fieldare-you an,exptert Concerning 

which yo. 0 are tiroitityiils right nowi/' you are not. an expert 
14. 

In acouaticet Would You name the field, 

Basically, Counsel, acoustics can include many 

thinga. It would include those portions which I have testi—

fied to plus many, any more. 

Acoustics would be such things as room acoustics, 

materials off` insulation, the acoustic tile versus that of 

plastered walls. 

This is acoustics. 

Q 	MY question is: Mr. Bugliosi has. asked you 

certain lUestiOnx and you have given answers as to your, 

16. 

17 

13

19

.  
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21.  
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• 26  

background. 

Now, would you toll me, in what field of 
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activity are you testifying as an expert here? 

Would you tell, me the , field'? 

A. , I am testifying in the field of sour d levels 

from the report of gins. 

- You- are an expert in the field ofsoupd levels 

from the report of ..,-.'what i$ that? 

A. 	From the report of guns. 

Q: 	From the report of guns. 

1 

2 

b. 

7 

That is the field that you are an expert in; 

g 

.9  

10- is that right? 

A, ' Z did not claim to- be an expert on that at 

any time, 0Ounsel. I have done research in this particular 

field. 3 

What is the definition of expert? 

If you mean b the definition of expert a 

person that knows slightly more than a. laymani ,I guess I 

would qualify. If an, expert in the field is one who has a 

Ph.D.. in• sound level testing and has done this for 20 years, 

I am not assodiating myself with this person, 

17 

19 

20 	 4 	But this field of expertise you are testifying. 

21 to here in court right now, yoU are an expert in sound 

2Z levels from the report of guns? 4 

A. 	No., 23 

I think I am testifying .to meter.rfadings that, 

`I took on a decibel meter in relation to the report of a 

weapon. 

'24 

' 
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And is it a fair statement, Officer, ,that you. 

know or no relationship between what you did 'and 'what • 

occurred on die10,DriV6 as far;  as the passing away iitk 

Sharon Tate, Abigail Pager, Voityck Frykowskii. and Steven 

parent?' 

A, 	Counsel, I was not at that location. vamp it. 

happened, so I would halm no idea of their positions or 

anything of that natUre. So, I Wouid not be .able to 

testify as to their positions.. 

That is correct, if that is what :counsel Means. 
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2 

kardon? 

A . 1 wasn't there the night it happened, no. 

cannot testify as to their positions. 

Q 	Well, 'have you, Officer., 'determined from, the 

Weather Bureau what the humidity was that night? 

A 	Counsel, if t obtained that information from 

the Weather Bureau, it would not give me the humidity 

factor in and around 10050 Cielo Drive. 

Q 	have you made any .attempt,, Officer., to determine 

whether or not what you :sotktiatly went out there and did has 

any relationship to anything that. we are doing in this zasel 

Have' ou made any 'south attempt, Officer? 

MR. AUGL/OSI: That is ambiguous. 

MR.. KANAREX: Your Honor, Oounsei has -- 

Taa. COUET: -Sustained. 

We will take our recess at this time. 

tadies and gentlemen,. do not converse with 

Anyone or foam or 'express Any.opition, regarding the case , 	s 
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until it is finally submitted to you. 

The 'Court will recess for 15minutes.: 

.(Recess.) 

THE COURT: All tbuniel ad Jurors are present,. 

You may proceed, Kr. Xanarek.. 

.KANAREK: May we approach the bench? 

MR. FITZGERAID: Yes. May we approach the bench, 

your. Honor? 
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'10 

11 

THE COURT: Very well. 

(Whereupon, all counsel. approach the bench and 

the following proceedings occur at the bench outside of 

the hearing of the jury!) 

MR. FITZGERALD: During this recesai  your Honor, we 

discussed among ourselves some matters concerning, this 

witnesst  DeWayne Wolfer, and we would all move that your 

Honor strike the testimony of the direct and the entire 

cross-examination so far of Nr. Wolfer on the grounds that, 

No. I, from his own mouth, he has indicated that he is not 

an expert. 

 

 

' 12 Secondly, he has substantially indicated that 

conditions were not similar. 7iie has no way of knowing 

whether the conditions were similar. 

Consequently, we think that the testimony is 

irrelevant and Li:material, and what probative value- there 

is is fax outweighed by the likelihood that it may be 

confused,. and I have in mind a few facbrs..  

The record is barren as to the weather condition 

on the evening of August the $th. There might have been a 

hurricane, there might have been, a rainstorm, there might 

have been a heavy fog bank. And the law in connection with 

judicial 'notice prohibits:the COurt froal taking judicial 

notice of so-called weather conditions. 

,As a matter of fact, this witness .hiMself 

indicated that a general reading of temperature would not 
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2 

necessarily be applicable to the Benedict Canyon area in 

the. City of Los Angeles. 

I think, on all those grounds, that his testi mon 

is immaterial and irrelevant. 

ML. WARM Purthermore, I think Mk. Within makes 

the point that when yOu duplicate, an experiment condition, 

you have tO really duplicate it; otherwise it is irrational 

and it is incompetent. 

I think the state of this record.  s clear, in 

order snot to belabOV it or to have to go into further detail 

I think it is clear that even though Mr. Bugliosi may want 

this evidence in, I think it has to be in on a legal basis, 

and I donit think that you can make any rational conclusion 

from his testimony. 
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THE COURT: dust a imientv  gentlemen. 

2 
	

What he has said, if I understand, his testimony 

correctly, he tested sound  levels with various volume 

positions of the stereo end with, the gun fired in different 

positions on the premises; and also with the stereo set 

completely turned off. He recorded these various levels. 

Now you are cross-examining him on something 

entirely different, really. You are, talking about the speed 

of scowl under various conditions.. 

What difference does it make how fast sound 

travels? What we are .concerned with ift volume, Aren't we? 

KANAREK: No, your Honor, 

The fact is that lack of knowledge indicates 

that the man. is not an expert. 

WE COURT: That is not the question I am concerned 

with. 

MR. FITZGERALD 	think I can answer your contentions, 

YblirlifOn4t 

It is much like a piece of evidence. There has 

been a change of custody in a sense-. There is no showing 

that the doors were open or the windows were open, or the 

Windows had been closed, or the premises had been altered 

or sealed or changed in some material respect. 

Obviously these are factors that could substan-

tially influence an .opinion as to -whether a person, inside 

could. hear the sounds if the' doors were open, if the windows 

10. 
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Vete open, that Bort of thing; .4nd this officer has no way 

of knowing., nor, really, did he attempt to duplicate any of 

the factors that were existent ,on the .evening of the 8th. 

For that matter, he didn' t evezi .attempt to duplicate the 

factors present on the 111o:Futnii of the 9th when the police 

strived. 

THE COURT:. What factors? 

MR. FITZCERAI.D: The doors open, the windows open; 

that sort of thing. 

And you must bear fit mind, your lionot, that this 

is ten days later. I would assume, in the ordinary course 

of human events, that the landlord Would come in or the, 

premises would be altered in some respect.. 

Absent. that kind of a foundation, l don't think 

that the testimony is admissible. 

In, a sense, it probably is admissible, but 

its probative value is so very slight and the confusion in 

the minds of the jury.-- X think that the confusion that 

is liable to result outweighs this minor probative relevance 

this minor probative value. 

1111E COURT: I can' t agree with you, Mr. Fitzgerald. 

What be has, in effe0t, said is that with the 

volume controls .on the stereo set at certain positiOne, 

the decibel level was so much; and superimposing upon, that 

decibel level the sound of a guu being fired in various 

positions produces no result. 
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That is probative. 

,mei.. FITZGERALD; That is probative, yes, your Honor. 

THE COURT: I don't ,know what other evidence the 

6 

4 

7 ' 

people 'may have to put' on in the way of weather or what 

I zean„ "they - may or may not put on anything further. 

But while X agree, it pea to ..the 'Weight of the evidence, 

I think it has some probative value and the jury is 

8  entitled to consider 	; 

9 
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In, other words, they are entitled to consider 

that if, as r. Garretson testified -- forget exactly 

What his testimony was, but if the stereo Was turned: up 

hjgb3, 

M. FITZGERALD; 4. 

THE COURT: Did he say 4? 
not 

MR,. BUGLIOSI: No, he did/ sap 4...  

JIM CCM: 1 dont  t recall whether he did or didni t. 

SUGLIOSI: Mr. Whiseehunt arrived the next day, 

and, he said that he recalled it was on 4. 

MR. FITZG,ERALD: Thatt a right,. 
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THE COURT: I think they are entitled to know that 

the decibel level of four is a certain leVeiz  and that the 

sound of these shots fired at noon on August the 18th, with-

out the stereo, produced sound of a certain level, to help 

determine, presuMably, what happened on the night of the 

murders,..if Mr. Garretson is to be believed, when the sound 

of shote on the lower decibel leveli were superimposed on 

the sound of the stereo at a higher decibel level. 

I agree that his testimony may leave a,lotto be 

desired, but that is a matter that, goes to the weight rather 

than the admissibility, and I think there is probative value 

there and the .Fury its entitled to consider it, 

MR. FITWERALDI Well, would the Court be willing to. 

concede that he is testifying solely as a laytat, then, 
f 

and strike his qualiricationa from the" record as 4e is :noir 

testifying as an expert?' He has made this very clear. 

THE COURT: Are you prepared to stipulate that. he 10 ,  

qualified to conduct the teats that he conducted? 

I suppose any layman could conduct the teat if' 

he learns bow to operate a sound level Meter. It is purely 

atechanical act. 

XANAREK: A layman could go throgh the test, but 

whether they would have any value or not, is another matter. 

'THE COURT: All he in saying 1.0 that this is what 

happened, this was what was done at certain times and places. 

MR. XANAREK: Therehas to be an equation: It has to be 
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equated with something. 

Mit. laTzGERALDt Does this meter lend anything to .the 

admissibility of the evidence, your Honor? 

In other words, if Wolfer just got on the witness 

stand and said that Officer Butler fired the shot, and with 

the stereo- at 4 or 5, I couldn't hear it, would your Honor 

consider that admissible?' 

Does this decibel meter mean anything? 

THE COURT; Yes, I think so, beomse it shows what the 

level of Sound was. It shoWs in an objective way. It is 

a recording device. It doesn't just call for a judgment or 

-opinion. 

MA. KANAREK: T subscribe to , most ofkMr.,Fitzgerald's 

remarks, Your Honor, eXcept it 15 int pd ition that this 

witness' testimony is •not admissible It I& jest not 

Tom. COURT: :You have been , trying to ,shoal that he ,isn't 

an expert on matters.  as towhich he' hasn't testified. 

MR, KAgAREXt That is why the -- 

THE COURT: He hasn't given any opinion :on the speed. 

of Sound. 

MR, KANAREK: But Mr. Duaiosi has put into the record 

his purported expertise.' 

Your Honor or I or any One Of us could, go Out 

there and perfOrm.this. 

By allowing this into evidence,'from a witness 

12,949 
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that appears to have a wonderful baCkground of academic 

training -- 

• THE COURT! YOu can go into that on cross-examination 

if you want to. 

MR, X.ANAREK$ He either is an expert or he isn't. If 

he comes in as a layslan, then we don't need to examine.-- 

THE COURT. He has been asked things that do require 

an expert opinion. For example, his opinion on the relative 

Sound of a Buntline High Standard longhorn revolver and a 

is 	Colt that was, in fact, fired in the test. 

There have been other things in the field of 

12 his expertise which he has been, asked and he anSWered. 

14 	 I am going to overrule the objections sa d the  

It motions to Strike. 	' 

MR. UNARM Very we)], your Honor. 

MR. 8HINN1 I will join in all the'uotions and 
a 

objections at•the bench. 

TEE COURT. 1 didn't hear you. 

MR. SHINN: X was gOing to join in all the objections 

and motions at the bench, your Honor. 

THE. COURT; -All right..  
(Whereupon, all Counsel return. to their 

respective place at counsel table and the'following 

proceedingi occur at the bench outside of the hearing of 

the jury0 

	

KANAREKt 4 	Mr'. Wolfer,. is it a fair 

15 

4:16 

17 

'; 	• 
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statement, M. Wolfer, that outside or being told where 

you should conduct the tests, that outside of that you 

Attempted no other duplication of some previous situation,? 

Is that correct, Mr. Wolfer? Or it that un-

clear, that question? 

A. 	Well, it does have a little ambiguity there. 

4 	I will be glad to try to state It more. precisely. 

If you would, please. 

4 	Certainly. 

Is it a fair statement that the inputs that you 

were given to duplicate were merely locations? 

A. 	By "inputso'r d0 you mean were my instruCtions, 

-when I went there, to go .to certain places? 

15- 

21 . 

.22 

23 

24 

25 
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20 

Yes. 

A 	That'a correct, they were. 

Now, and so is it also a fair Statement that in 

going. to the scene, or prior to going to the scene you made : 

uo determination as to what the conditions of windows and 

doors -7 I 44.21 now referring to open-shut -- :on these 

premises -- 

A 	No, that is not Correct. 

11:48Ice4 *bout the windows being open. They 

Said the scene was in its exact condition as it was found, 

and as I recall the back 'door to the -rear residence was 

open and there were certain Wirtdows open. 

Q 	Now, when they. say that the condition was 

-exactly as it was found 

Who told you that it was exactly as found? 

A 	Sergeant -- I'm sorry, is that the end of your 

question? I'm sorry, I did not mean to interrupt you. 

tlo, go ahead. 

A 	Us, the situation was that Sergeant Deese 

also went to the scene with us, who was out there on the 

night of the incident, and he opened the rear door -and 

the rear windows, X believe, tad reconditioned the scene 

to its original positions. 

you say he was out there on the night that 

these incidents occurred? 

I believe he was. I, was not there to sae him, 
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bat I am more or less informed he was. 

MR. BUGLIOSIt I move to strike that, your Honor. It 

is hearsay. 
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MR. UNARM: This $11 goes to credibility. There is 

, nothing to. strike. 1 see no purpose in striking, anything. 

FITZGERALDt It is hearsay upon which he based 

an expert opinion. 

MR. EANARElt: Correct. 

131701.10SI: It is hearsay, year Honor. 

THE COURT: The TflOtioft to-  strike is denied. 

ALTERNATE JUROR DAM: Your Honor, .sh.ouldni t they 

use the microphone so they can hear in the other room? 

T. COURT,: It is Up- to counsel. 

Mk. MUG S: I am 'unable to ,control other counsel as 

to whether they use ii,,bat•I aril not waiving Defendant Van. 

Houten' s ability to hear these proceedings in any manner. 

BY MR. ICANAREK: 

Officer, then; when you. went to the scene you 

went with what other officers? 

,A 	Well, no, this is not true. I took Officer 

Butler with me for the purpose og conducting my test, 

in addition to thiS we met Captain Martin, Sergeant Deese 

as well as there were several other men there. 

4 	Have you told us all the people that were there 

A 	No, 1 don't know the names of the other persons 

There were other officers there. 

 

26 
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Q 	Z see, andt when you came to the scene, what time 

of the day or night was it? 

A 	On August the 18th it was at approximately 

12:00 noon)  near that, it wasn't quite noon. It was prior 

to running the test, but it was in the vicinity of 12:00 

noon. 

All right. Now, you told us, Officer, that 

about the level -- 

You say the noise level was a certain level 

10 
	when you were there, is that correct? 

11 
	 A 	If understand your question, 	you mesa was,  

12: 
	there a background level of sound, there was, yes. 

13. 
	 Is it a fact that the background level of sound 

14 
	changes with the time of day? 

15 I, 	 That is correct. 

16 
	 Q. 	Now, directing your attention to a time around 

17, 
	midnight, do you. have an opinion 40 to the sound level 

18 
	at midnight? 

19 
	 A 	Well, Counsel A.,  yea. 

20 
	 May I finish the question? 

211 

	 A 	I'm sorry, 	extremely sorry,- , 

22 
	 Do you have an opinion as to thee, sound level 

23. 	at midnight compared to the time of day that You were at 

24 	the Tate residence? 

25 	 That question can be answered yes or no? 

26 	 A 	Well, yes, 
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(a 	All right, what would be your opinion as to the 

probability of the relationship of the sound level, at 

midnight to that at the time of .day you were there? 

I would have to answer that don' t know and 

explain it ion the basis that although we would expect the 

sound level at night to decrease because of the lack of 

traffic ,and other air sounds, such as airplanes and the like 

maybe this night it didn"t. 

maybe' it was lOuder. 1 cannot tell yOup in  

zo 	other words, what was on this night. 1 don't know what 

iz 	the background level was. 

12 	 It 00t114 be more; it c ould be less. 

13.. 	 Q, 	That is why I believe I used the word probable. 

I am askitg you statistically*  is the prohnbilit, 

greater -* I 614, not asking for an absolute answer*  Officer 

is it. statistically probable that at night the sound. level 

17 • would, be less, at the Tate residence around midnight than it 

• 18 	would be 	than it: would be during, let's say; an hour or 

19• 	so.  after noon. 

go 

 

M. BUGLIOSI: It .calls for a conclusion. Also there 

21 	is the lack of. foundation. 

22 	 blika laNAREK: lie is an expert)  your Timor. This is 

23 	one of the factors to be considered. 	.6 

TUE MUM, If he has personal knowledge, he may 

answer.. Overruled. 

26 	 TIE WITNESS: I would e,xpect, ,  as in the previous 
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}IR. BUGLZOSII Is the question, calling for personal 

knowledge? If it id, your Honor., I Withdraw the objection. 

if not, it is a conclusion„ and there is a lack 

Of foundation. 

MCA. UNAREict He it holding himself out as an expert, 

your Honor, this is a statistical answer I am asking for. 

Xlm not asking for a precise answer. It is his opinion. 

IQ 
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THE COURT: The qUestion is-ambigUous, then, 

Mr. Xanarek. 

Are you asking him whether he has a knowledge 

of statistics, or are you asking for his personal knowledge? 

MR. XANAREK: l will be glad to reframe it, your HOnor., 

THE COURT: Or are you asking for a guess? 

AR. KANAREK: I will be.  glad to reframe it. 

Q 	BY MR, KANAREK: Now, Officer, do you have at 

opinion 4s to the probability of the sound level at midnight 

being.  greater than or less that the sound level at 1:30 

in the afternoon at the. Tate residence'? 

MR. BUGLIOSX: Lack of foundation; it Calls for a 

conclusion. 

Ma. KANAREK: 1 am asking whether he has an opinion, 

7a.1,  . 

2 

your Honor. 
4 r 

MR. WILIOSX: An opinion based on:what, your HonOr? 

MR, EANAREK: Well, he has purportedly been 

established as an expert in this somewhat unusual field., 

Ma, BUGLIOBI: He has no personal knowledge as bo the. 

sound level on August 9th, 1969; he is not in a position,to 

state an opinion. 

MA. KANAREX: Your Honor, this has to do 

THE COURT: The objection is sustained. 

BY MR. ZANAREK: Well, Officer, have you made 

any studies of the sound, levels as a function of time of 

day in metropolitan areas? ' 

15 
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A. 	Yes, 

4 	Ail right would you, tell 116 as a result of 

3  your studies that you have made concerning metropolitan areas, 
• 	2 

4  would you. tall us whether the sound level is greater or 

less in an area such as that where the Tate residence in 

located at midnights  compared with 1:30 in the afternoon? 

Yes. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: I object on the ground there was to 

test made by -this officer concerning the sound level on that 

particular vicinity, but Just metropolitan Los Angeles 

then his opinion would not be a valuable one, your Rotor. 

MR,, KANAREK: This goea to, weight, I would think, 

rather, that admissibility. 

MR, BUGLIOSI: The sound leVel Varies in, different 

places in metropolitan Los Angeles. We, are only concerned 

With dielo Drive. 

MR, KANAREK: This WitneSs is held out as an expert 

in this • actiVitY. 

- =COURT: Overruled. ,Thewitness may' answer* 

Q 	By MR. kANAREK:f-Do you have the question in 

mind? ' . 7 

A. 	 do .1,. The -questibn was asked, do I *  
A ,   

have an opinion as to the bablciround noise. 

Now, this. is the ,background sound levels,:; • 
, 	t 	; 

believe counsel meager  do they increase during the daytime 
hourS and decrease during the niht'hourss  that would be the 
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expesttant from tests which .I have run. 

• But we are also in a canyon, in canyons,. the 

area - or 10050 Cielo,  Drive, I have not run sound tests to 

determine noises during, .the night and'day at that place. 

1 would expect them to be less in the. •early'morning hours, 

and greater in the Iater'arternoOn hours.  

4 

5. 

6 

4 	BY MR. UNARM .Now„ is it a fact that the 
... 

threshold_Or the background leVel determines whether or not 

.•:si ., intense sounds can be. heardt - 	t" 

• ii)- 	A 	Vello yes;,if,ths backgroOnd noise overpowers 

11  that o' any oet4  s011nds that we are trying to determine, 

4 	 ea  * 

. , 	p 	,1 	 k 

o - F 	• 	• ' 	
i 	4 	

F 
. 	 I 

. 	 - 	 * r 

1i 	 If the background P(MIds are greater Oen the ' 
, : 	• ', 	'., % 	, 	, 	, • 14: sounds We are- tiling to bear,hy,-  yes,' we would not'hea 

3,$.  • them. 

16 

	

	 So the tendency sOuld be that in connection With, 

the 

18  • 

	

	 tell you that shots were fired at Oielt 

- Drive --, let's say as something tO cOnsider that shots were 

fired around midnight, would You say that there 'is some,  

Probability that the actual,conclusioni of your tests' would 

22' .  be different than yot'have indicated to us beret 

g& 	 , No', I have to, explain that. 

As' I sayl  X do not know -on. the night in question: 

-what the background was. It' may have been leas or more 'than 

:26 at the time we took our tests. 
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I had no way of telling. I cannot tell., nor can 

I answer that question on this basis. 

I do not know what the background noise was on 

that eVeninS. 

.You say yoU conducted studies on background 

noise. 

A. 	I said, yes, in the City of Los Angeles. That 

was the question. 
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• 	2 .  

3. 

4 

Q 	And it -Would be possible for you to conduct 

studies in the area, in this area. of .Cielo Drive over a 

period. of time)  and that way get a pattern or a profile of 

the sound level AS a,  function 'Q time of day)  is that 
, • 

4ortect? 

	

6 ' 
	

If all we were concerned about4 was an average 

	

7 
	

for the time of day for that area, counsel is correct. 

	

8 
	

But if we are concerned for a specific day, 

	

9 
	

then we have another problem{ 

	

10 
	

Now, you. say you. have another problem. 

	

11 
	 A 	Yes. 

	

12 
	

Q. 	-And this other problem is a problem because Of 

	

13 
	what factors? 

	

14 
	 A 	Because, as I say,-  there axe no two things 

	

15. 
	exactly alike in nature, nor would there be two atmospheric 

	

16 
	conditions, elementary conditions or otherwise, that exist 

17 , exactly the same each and every hour every -day. 

	

13. 
	 Q - As an 'expert in this field, could you give us 

	

19 
	A feel whether something is a I percent effect or an 6,0 

	

-20 
	percent effect, Mr. Wolfer? 

	

21 
	

A 	Now your question is ambiguous, 

	

22 
	

Q 	pardon? 

	

23 , 
	 A 	I dont t understand the question. 

	

24; 
	

Q 	What I'm saying. is, does it have a small effect 

	

25 
	cr .does it have a large effect? 

• 26 
	

What are these other factors that have to be 
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considered? 

A 	Well, as we previously discussed, the factors 

of humidity, the factors. of ceiling levels, the factors 

of moisture, the factor of wind, the factor"' of deflecting 

surfaces thq. fact of even trimming a tree could affect it. 

Now, when you say' humidity, you Mean moisture, 

don't you? 

A 	Yes. 

Q 	It is another way of saying moisture? 

• A 	Yes. 

Then is it s act then, Officer, that what 

Studies you conducted. have no reliability as fax as this 

case is concerned? 

A 	Well, that is absolutely incorrect. 

- Well, you ,tell us, Officer, that these other 

factors are very very important -- factors that you. don't 

known abapt, 

That's correct. 

And you did not take the trr uble. to find out 

what these other factors were? 

A 	Counsel, that is absolutely incorrect# 

Tell us What trouble you took, Officer, to find 

out
. 
 these other factors. 

IL 	took into consideration, and -discussed it. 

prior to leaving the laboratory, such things. as the time of 

day, weather tonditions, wind conditions and all of the 
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other factors. 

Ilaving had past experience in this particular 

field from first-hand knowledge, and. as I have tried- to 

indicate, here today, I could. never reproduce the same 

oonditiong that existed on that Iiight, so for this particu-

lar reason it was decided. Z. would conduct the experiments 

on the basis of the existing conditions at that time during 

the day. 	 ; 

Well, one factor you could have duplicated 

without too much effort would have been the 'time of day, 

is that right, Officer? 

The time of day in this particular instance, 

Counsel, again is not the major. factor. 

The time of day is by far not the major factor, • 

if I returned on. that location on that night, at 'that some-

time, I could be fax in excess of error, more error than 

I would be by going there at 12:00 noon possibly. 

I don't, know, by going back the following night 

at the Same time -would never, nor could / ever -duplicate 

the, same factors that existed -on that, night, so I can only 

take an average, which we did. 

Q, 	You took an average? 

A 	les. 

q 	What average did you tiike? 

We went back and conducted the test with 

sound level meters and with my own hearing to see if we 
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' 	3.  

4 

6 

8 

9 

could hear possibly the-  sounds. • 

You say average, Officer. Isn't an average 

where you add up a bunch Of figures and then divide by the 

number of items you have? 

A 	Mathematically, that is correct. . 

Q' 	What average did you use in this case? 

In this particular case we returned to the 

scene and conducted the experiments regardless of the time 

of day with the hope factor that they -might be someWh.at 

19 

11 

12 

13 

14 

.15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

4 fls20 

21 

23 • 

24 

25 

The tine of day is not reproduced, it does not 

reproduce the sound 'barriers and interference. 

You: juSt used the word "average" a few minutes 

ago, Officer. 

What averaging did you #o in this .-ease? 

A 	In this particular case we took the same gun, 

the same monition, 'basically the ,same positions, the 

same settings of the stereo, and placed all of these into 

a position to try to average them out to come up with the 

basic of what happened in the way of sound levels* 

26 
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Q' 	And you call this averaging? 

From the factors of the known factors, we' cannot 

average factors that we don't know. 

Well, that is not averaging. That is duplicating, 

isn't it, Officer? 

You did not average anything; you duplicated a 

portion Of Some event.that was related to you. 

You did not average, did you? 

That is not correet, Counsel.. ))id I not. 

average the fact that the gun in the positions the gun 

could have an effect? Did I not average such things as the- 

stereo settings -- excuse me, the stereo sounds that were 

being emitted, and the decibel levels? 

Did I not average basically each and every one 

of these known factors? Yes, I did. 

4,  'Win yaUtell me how did you average the 

decibel leVelt? 

A.' 	By putting it on the slow response level. 

Well, what avez:aging process did you go through? 

That is the averaging. I was not taking each 

and every instant refleetion, trying to sit there and 

calculate the averaging of the needle by looking at it. 

By a slow response I get a needle that moves 

over an average period at allow response, That is averaging. 

4 	And that is what you call averaging? 

A. 	Well, I averaged each of the known factors that 
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I knew, rcannot average factors that I don't know. 

4 	, I see, and would yo4 tell me, Officer, in 

connection with what you did, what gun did you use? 

A, 	I used a Colt 9-1/2 inch barrel. 

4 	Well, I show you a. report Which purports to be 

signed.  by you that stated, 119-23-69,u  Wherein you say you 

used 

MR. UNARM May I approach the witness, your Honor? 

THE COVRT: You MaV. 

Q 	. By Mn..KANAREK: I show you a report which 

purports to be signed by you, and ask you if this does not 

show that You used on the 23rd of September-a .22 caliber 

High Standard revolver. 

MR, AUGUOSI: fihat is irrelevant, your Honor, that.  

is referring to another test. 

MR. 1ANAREK: Thatss right, Mr. Bugliosi did not 

interrogate concerning this, test, your Honor. 

MR. BTIGLXOSI: A test of a different area. 

THE COVET: Overruled, you may answer. 

THE WITNESS; Yes, this was a report, a later report. 

It has 06 bearing,on the questions counsel has previously 

asked, 

This is an entirely different set of iptiliriments, 

a different time, a different date, completely different. 

Q 	BY MR. KANAREK; Well, you injected Into' these 

experiments a High Standard revolver, is that true? 
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That is correct, 

Did.you: have some reason. for not using the same 

revolver? 

A. 	les, 

4 	For a Colt? 

Yes.. 

Woad you tell us the ,reason? 

It was not atonable. 

4 	You mean the Los Angeles Police Department did 

not have available a 622 caliber Colt revolver on the 23rd 

of September, 1969? 

h.' 	That is correct. They might have had one, but 

they did not Save One available to me in my particular work. 

-4 	And as a scientist you were intent on duplicating 

.conditions.in a murder case. 

You did tot bother to obtain the tame revolver 

that. you had used previously in:Augustl . the middle part Of ,  

Auguat? 

Counsel, your question, if I understand it, is 

a situatiOn where you are taking, everything out of context. 

This is a different set of circumstances. It 

was a murder cases I.did. take this into consideration. 

I used the equivalent revolver and another 

brand which •would do identically the same as'the Colt 

revolver, 

everything you are referring to --.you are now 

1 
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12.  68 

  

.2. 

8. 

going to have to open up cross-examination on an,  entirely 

new area; 

You are trying to impose and inject something 

that is confusing to me in all the questioning, 

You are talking o two different tests 
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. 4. 	Isn't it a scientific --in conducting these 

types of experiments;  isn't it good Scientific practice 

to duplicate as much as possible in order to determine what 

the effects are? 

	

A 	Counsel, that is correct. 

THE COURT: Mr. Itimarek;  you can return now to your 

position. 

Very well.. 

TM 'WITNESS: And that is what I did in :use 

particular tests. 

X am sorry, your Honor. 

MR. .ICANAggiCt Your Honor,. may this be marked? 

X have here this report. X would like to mark 

it for identification. It iodated 9123/69. 

May' it be marked next in line;  your 'Tenor? 

aERK1 	Mr. Komarek. 

PITAREIC: Thank yetu• • 

14.a7 I mark it;  your Honor;  AX? 

THE COURT; It will be , so marked. 

BY 141k. X.AtTARM‹.  

	

.1/. 	Sow, Mr. Wolfer,- then on September the 23rd;  

1969, you conducted experiments it connection with this eas 

	

A 	X conducted a .completely different set of 

experiments regarding this case; that is correct. 

	

14, 	Now;  t. Bugliosi hetsn' t interrogated you 

concerning these experiments, has he? 

5 
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A 	That is correct. 

Q. 	Would you' tell us, Officer, what you did on 

September' the 23rd, 1969, using a .22 caliber High Standard 

revolver instead of a Cat? 

A 	Yes. 

If I may refer to my report which you have in 

your hand for addresses, I will be happy to. 

Is it a fact that you don't have an independent 

recollection? 

A 	No, it isn't. 

I will be glad to recall all that I can here 

today. 

Would you please, Officer? Tell us what you clan 

recall before I show you the report. 
16 	 A 	Ail right. 
16 I did, in September, conduct a series of tests, 
17 	in which I conducted a test between the locations of 10050 
18 - Cie10 Drive arid five other residences in the surrounding 

10 

12 

19 

20 

r 	21 

22 

area.. 

• At thl1 particular time, we did take and fire 

a revolver, which was a high $tandad revolver, for the 

purposes of determining if we .could hear shots fired from 

these locations, and we also yelled, it which case Officer 

tutler Was again involved in the tests and did stand in the 

front lawn area of the Cielo Drive residence of the main 

house. 

23 

24 

26 
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CI: 	Now, incidentally, Officer, did the Word that. 

Officer tutleryellecl,was that "Help"? 

A. 	Yes, it was, 

Q 	And did someone suggest to you that you, use the 

'word fillelp"? 

A 	. Yes, theY'act. 

q,. •• :What .police officer suggested to you that you 

use the vOrd 

A 	I would not know. 

I ,believe that itCame to Me from, the Homicide 

Division and my captain. 

Q. 	That is, people who'veri: working on this case? 

Yes, that is correct. 

Q 	Now, in connection with the previOUs experiments 

that you rano  that you have already related to us concerning 

which Mr. Bugliosi has interrogated you, is it a fact that 

Officer Butler also used the word "Help' in the experiments? 

A 	No, 

Officer Butler did not holler in the first 

series of tests, if that is what counsel is referring to. 

The first -series of tests on August the 18th 

was conducted merely with the firing of the .Colt reVolver. 
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4  

Now, then, did something occur between 

2 
August 18th„. 1969, and September 22, 1969, that caused you 

to decide to use the word "Help" in your experimentt? 

A. 	Yes, it did. 

5 
	 Would you tell us what it, was'that occurred/ 

6 	 ,Well, in this interim of time, the witnesses,  

7 involv!ed in the case were interviewed at these different 

locations which I went to that supposedly heard or were 

9 reported to have heard sounds.. 

10 
	 . Something such that it was desirable to use the 

11 word "Help" in yur experiments? 

12 
	' 	That is correct. 

13 
	 4 	'Is that right? 

14 • 
	 A. 	That is correct. 

.15 
	 Now, would you tell, us, then, directing your 

16 : attention to the second series -of experiments, would you 

17 tell us what you actUally did? 

18 
	 Yes. 

19, 
	 As I started to say, on this,  date, this later 

20 date of September the 22nd, we sent Officer Butler up to the 

a front lawn of the 10050 Oielo Drive rI.sidence where he fired 

the High-Standard revolver. He then would holler, "Help." 

23 
	 Each of the operations was upon my command, 

24 in which I was in mei() contact with him. 

25 • 
	 I then went to the first residence. It was at 

26 '9951 and 9955 Beverly Grove, where I then set up my sound 
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15 

'21 
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'g3 

• 

12,973 

1 

3 

meter, again, the General Decibel Level Meter, for the 

purpobe -Of detecting .whether I could hear'miseif.  Or 

could detect by inotrum4tOion the reports of the 

weapon or the yelling fOr 

At these'locations I'Could- toth hear and record 

the decibel levels' off' the firing of the weapon and also the 

yelling fOr halt), 

There were three other locations which I 

would peed the report for, but one was on Parring Road, and 

the other was on $haroniGross,. and One'was on Summit Ridge. 

I don't know the exact a4dresses without the report. 

At these locations.1 could neither record nor' 

could I hear any firing or the hollering for help. Neither 
my 

on my decibel level or by/own hearing. 

Now, is it a fact-0  Officer, that these experi-

ments which you say you performed on August 104. 1969 and 

September 22., 1969, were not recorded by you until .0otober 

the 5th, 19/0? 

' That is absoIUtelY incorrect. 

Did you dictate a report on October the 5th, 

1970, concerning. these two bets of experiments? 

A. 	I did not dictate any report. 

Last Sunday, at the request of the District 

Attorney, I took these reports home With'me, sat down in my 
own kitchen on the evening of -- When was it -- October.the 

: 4th, at which time I handwrote the report. 1 took it to the 
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secretary who typed it for me on October the 5th, and 

brought,  it directly outer and handed it to Mr. Bugliosi. 

Now, directing. Your attention to your dictation 

of this report 

This dictstion did nbt take plape on August the 

18th, 1969;„ correct? 

Yo, it 4:110 not It ,was a rot diirti after 

that. 

4 	And do you":have your Tikes s  Officer, the notes 

that you took, concerning these experiments? 

A. 	X do not ha' e any notes, no. 
You didn't retain -- may I withdraw 'that? 

Inc it a fact that you did not make any notes 

when yoU were at the scene? 

A. 	That is possible. I am not Saying that I did 

or- I did not, but that is possible. 

4 	In other words, it is possible that you went to 

the some -wham allegedly there were rive murders, five 

peOple passed away, you went to the scene and it is 

possible that you did not put anything down on paper? 

A. 	Well, it is highly, possible , yes. 

4 	I mean, it is -- 

THE COURT: We will take our recess at this time, 

Mr. Kanarek. 

Ladies and gentlemen, do not converse with 

anyone or form or express at opinion regarding the ease 
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until it is fitallysubmitteld ty,;3i; 

45 

z 	• i' 
The •Gout will r:eceiss until 24 00 :)..in,' . - , , 

4. 	(Whoretvon:x  at 1200 pon. the aogrt was in 

'4. , redees.) 	• 	 ,,, 
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